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We apply Lave & Wenger’s construct of a community of practice to identify and position members of the data
work community of practice, focusing on members on the periphery who have received less attention – as
compared to full practitioners (e.g., data scientists). Reporting on results of interviews with 19 civic workers
who perform data work as their main task, we identify an atypical relationship between subject-domain
experts (such as our interviewees) and full members of the data work community. Our interviewees may
have less computational skill in data work, but they have extensive and varied practices to engage in data
contextualization that data scientists and other full community members could learn from. In identifying
the attributes of data workers on the periphery, we also hope to call attention to the challenges they face in
performing data work in low resources institutions (e.g., governmental, non-profit). Our findings contribute
to the larger conversations in human-centered data science about who performs data work and how they go
about it, in order to addresses questions of power, fairness, and bias in data-intensive systems.
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1

INTRODUCTION

We know that participants in data work are not limited to data scientists – like any professional
community, there is a diverse bevy of practitioners; there are data wranglers [32, 33] or domain
experts who engage in data work to facilitate advances in their subject area [41], alongside data
scientists [7, 42]. There have also been extensive explorations of how individuals in other settings,
such as nonprofits [3] and healthcare [59] engage with data; however, these works describe how
data work – as a secondary task – affects mission-drive work and organizational agents rather
than understanding relevant individuals as practitioners of data work and addressing their needs
and experiences as such. We propose adopting the community of practice framework to identify
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and think about the various groups engaging in data work [38], as the framework yields a way to
understand the intricacies of a given community of practitioners. Community of practice dictates
that rather than using a central and exterior binary to think of data work, we see membership in
the community as a gradient. Groups like data scientists and data analysts can be considered full
(i.e. experienced practitioners) members and groups like data wranglers as peripheral members,
or novice participants who, upon gaining more skill and experience, may or may not join one of
the groups of full practitioners. Given the variety of titles used for computationally-intensive data
practitioners, we isolate only these two terms to suggest one role that has, theoretically, experience
in working on datasets with diverse subjects (data scientists) and one role that focuses on a subset
of data specific to a given organization or subject area but is still computationally intensive (data
analyst). When examining data work from this perspective, there is a disproportionate amount of
scholarship related to full participants in comparison to peripheral members.
Why does our relative lack of knowledge about peripheral data workers matter? In the last few
years, the CSCW community has come to understand data work as a human-centered process
subject to discretion and interpretation [20, 48, 50, 53, 56]. There are even new subsets of data
science based on the need for nuance when working with data about individuals, such as "humancentered data science" [37]. Moving the focus from the textual data exclusively to the way that
human data workers interact with and process that data has key implications for fairness and
transparency in data-driven systems; as a research community, we know that data is never “raw”
(and to describe it as such "is both an oxymoron and a bad idea", in the words of Bowker [4]) and
must be understood in context [25]. Engaging in active efforts to both document and preserve the
context of datasets is an important first step towards designing equitable and just data-intensive
systems; however contextualization often falls to the wayside in favor of other facts such as
”universality”, as Klaus Scheuerman et al. describe in their study of computer vision datasets [63].
Contextualization contributes to what Monroe-White describes as emancipatory data science, or
"data work that frees members of marginalized communities from being the ‘object’ to the ‘subject’
of data science framings" [49]. Monroe-White describes that these practices will help eventual
dataset users understand the "decisions regarding why, how, what, when, and where data are
collected, managed, analyzed, interpreted and communicated" and that contextualization should
involve those who are the subject of the data being used [49]. Loukisass, too, questions the role
of "locality" in data [39] in this manner, while D’Iganzio and Klein suggest a feminist-informed
handling of data [13].
Even the most minor attributes of a dataset’s "texture", or the relationship between the dataset’s
infrastructure and environment, has weight on the correct (or well-informed) contextualization
[21]. Only by understanding the motivations and actions of the human actors can we begin to
reason about the functionality of such systems in their entirety. As there is an increasing call
for XAI (explainable artificial intelligence) which requires uncovering the social context of these
"human-AI assemblages" [16], the need for tools and process evaluations to support such work is
only growing.
To kick-start this investigation of human-centered data work, Muller et al. established several
open, key questions about the role of humans in data science [52]. Figure 1 shows the original
text of these questions, with our summary category tags; throughout this paper we address these
questions by their shorthand tags. Answering these questions pushes us both towards a scholarly
understanding of these work practices and the development of tools and processes to support a
broader array of data work. Our research attends to those who perform data work, but are not data
scientists in the common use of that term, or other fairly-full practitioners (e.g., data analyst, data
engineer, etc.). These workers are experts in other domains, but they collect, clean, analyze, and
share data as an essential part of their work and identify data as a principle task of their role. In
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Table 1. Guiding questions for studies of data workers, from Muller et al. (2019):

Question
Question, as posed by Muller et al.
number
How do data science workers approach their tasks?
What are their strategies?
1
What can we learn about their views of data and process?
What (and who) is missed in our prevailing accounts and
assumptions around data and data work? If "data is never
2
raw", who does the cooking, and how is this work performed,
recognized, and accounted for?
Data science tools are generally designed for one user
at-a-time. Other complex tasks have benefited greatly
from collaboration practices and collaboration technologies.
3
Are there opportunities to bring some of these lessons to
data science? What are the distinctive collaboration needs
and constraints in data science?
What methods are valid and tractable to assess the
usefulness and usability of tools for data scientists in
service of iterative design? How can learnability be
assessed when domain experts, not programmers, need
to learn new languages and tools simultaneously, the
4
learning of which takes far longer than typical usability
studies? How can efficiency for skilled users be assessed
when the uses of the tools are so diverse that benchmark
tasks have little face validity?
Who are the consumers of data science work and what
are their needs? How can data science processes and
5
tools address these needs, e.g., the level of transparency
and comprehension consumers desire?

Question tag
How?

Who?

Tools for
collaboration

User-based tool
assessment

Implications of
data work

other words, they engage in activities that are familiar to data science but they are not, generally
speaking, data scientists. We believe attending to these workers and practices is important for
fostering a diverse approach to what counts as data work, which in turn aligns with commitments
to equitable and just principles of labor and broadening participation in computing.
In this paper we describe the results of interviews with 19 individuals engaged in civic data
work. We discuss both the specific needs and assets of this group of data workers and why their
experiences and methodologies can both inform the tools we build for other data worker populations
(such as data scientists) and call for professional tools and systems that address their needs. All
work in the civic sector – either directly for local and state government or for non-profits in large
cities in the United States. They work on "civic data" which Sinders describes as data that reflects
"people who live in the communities and cities where the data was gathered" [64] and we extended
to include datasets that describe the infrastructure and municipal services associated with those
cities. Most of are participants first and foremost domain experts in another field, for example, the
main cause of the non-profit they work for, and perform data work that amplifies and extends that
mission. Within their organization they would be described as ’the data person’, or the individual
with the most computational data savvy; they are the primary data workers within their respective
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organizations, showing the outsize impact of their work on their data ecosystems. When civic data
ecosystems function correctly, especially when they increase transparency through open-access
initiatives, they have myriad beneficial social implications [43, 45]. The contrapositive also holds:
as Irani and Marx describe, "[t]he withholding of public information obscures and obstructs the
democratic process by denying ordinary people the right to know what’s being done in their name."
[30]. Further, given the nature of their work, the clients of these organizations and governmental
entities do not have much of a choice when engaging with these services, making them important
sites of transparency investigations. Citizens’ private data, too, is increasingly becoming public
data in the era of revolutionary civic tech – as described by Boehner & DiSalvo [2] – which further
compounds the need to understand how these data workers go about their work. Understanding
this group of data workers, too, lends us insight about what data work in low and limited resource
environments looks like, in contrast to the large technical organizations many participants in past
literature were employed by.
Our results inform several of Muller et al.’s questions, with respect to civic data workers specifically, but extend to larger group of data workers more generally. First, our participants shed light on
how data work is done in the civic contexts, which compared with high-tech data science efforts are
relatively low-resourced (Question 1). We also discuss their applied and function-oriented perspectives on data. Second, we highlight these workers as "peripheral data workers" and demonstrate
their role in major data ecosystems (Question 2). We use the term "peripheral" in a technical sense
to call attention to how the tools and processes of these workers are at the margins of what is
commonly considered as the data science community of practice. While peripheral data workers
have been missing from much of the scholarship, we argue that they play as consequential a role
as their full professional peers, namely data scientists at large technical organizations. Third, we
describe their collaboration practices that are uniquely shaped by their comparatively low-resource
work environments, replete with outdated tools and little ability to acquire new ones (Question
3). Fourth, we describe the tool acquisition practices of this group of domain experts, rather than
formally trained technical workers; namely, that given their work environments and educational
background, they are limited in choice of, and training for, new tools (Question 4). Fifth, and perhaps
most importantly, we describe the ways in which this group of peripheral data workers goes about
contextualizing the datasets they work with and the novel formal and ad-hoc systems they develop
to do so (Question 5). These practices are informed by the proximity the data workers have had
built into their workflows or have actively sought and or developed with the data.
We close with two insights for the CSCW community. First, a need to continue to expand our
definition of who is a data worker and, subsequently, how the needs of data workers might vary
between subgroups. We identify and position various subgroups of data workers via the community
of practice mapping, which highlights a more complex relationship between full and peripheral
practitioners than professional vs aspiring. We further suggest that rather than fetishizing the
advanced computational skills of data scientists as model community members (and subsequently
positioning them as the community members to emulate), we consider at the ways in which data
scientists can learn from other members of the data work community, particularly with regards to
data contextualization. Second, by examining one of the "peripheral" groups of data workers, we
describe specific limitations hindering the use of tools and systems by data workers in low and
limited resource environments and propose ways to address them.
2

RELATED WORK

The CSCW research community has paid increasing attention to how data scientists go about
their work in recent years. Our work furthers that effort, introducing the domain-experts-as-dataworkers and their contextualization practices, which hold promise for other, more full participants
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in data work. Accordingly, our work builds off three areas of work: understanding the role of
humans in data work, identifying who participates in data work, and finally, how the currently
studied data workers go about their work.
2.1

Human-centered data science

While data science – and data work more broadly – has traditionally been seen as a “rational
‘data-driven’ process of ‘discovery’ that reveals the underlying nature of a domain” [53], this is no
longer the case. Increasingly, we understand the way that humans performing data work shape
the understanding and dissemination of the data they work with. Feinberg describes individual
data workers as “designers” of data, rather than objective appropriators, highlighting the role the
that human perception, background, and motivation play in the way dataset contents come to be
understood [18]. Even the act of reading a database (making sense of how information is organized
within it) is an act of "awareness, reflection, and control" [19]. Data work is also a collaborative
practice subject to social interaction and dynamics: Koesten et al. explore how individuals use a
series of patterns of activities in order to engage in data sensemaking, describing the cognitive and
verbal practices that take place [36]. Miceli et al. expand on the power dynamics that take place in
data work, highlighting the case of data annotation in computer visualization datasets; they call it
a “sensemaking practice” that is frequently influenced by the labeler’s higher-ups, whose decisions
sometimes conflict with the labeler’s factual or logical inclinations [46].
However, much more attention is paid to improving models than improving datasets, even
though data provides an upper bound for quality in machine learning and algorithmic systems
[31]. One of the biggest issues with data is the lack of proper contextualization. The implications
go beyond reduced accuracy and poor model fitting: a lack of contextualization leaves room for
issues of bias and fairness. When issues arise in datasets they tend to result in data cascades, or
compounding, negative events that compromise the quality of the data as a whole, as termed by
Sambasivan et al. [62]. D’Ignazio & Klein underscore the importance of contextualization practices,
introducing reflexivity as a necessity for restoring context in data work. They identify “social,
cultural, historical, institutional, ... or material,” and who participated in the creation and curation
of that dataset as starting points [13]. Loukissas, too, argues that contextualization of data requires
an intimate understanding of the environment from which it originates [39]. When the associated
origins and context of a dataset become separated from the textual data, it is easier to misuse or
misapply a dataset. For example, consider a model to predict increases in home value in urban areas
that fails to account for decades of housing discrimination and inequality in parts of those cities.
Miceli et al. identify how this context restoration praxis might take place specifically for large
computer vision datasets and the individuals involved in labeling them [47]. There are other contextualization practices proposed for large-scale datasets: Bender & Friedman proposed data statements,
essentially a short biography, to accompany NLP datasets [1] and Gebru et al. propose datasheets
for datasets which include, among other information, “motivation, composition, collection process,
recommended uses” to help facilitate conversation between dataset creators and consumers in the
style of fact sheets that accompany electronic equipment [24].
2.2

But who does the (data) work?

One limitation to the innovative contextualization practices described above is who they target.
While large-scale machine learning datasets are undoubtedly important places for contextualization
practices to take place, they are not the only place. Further, these practices are aimed at researchers
and practitioners in large technical organizations, who have both access to a community of skilled
peers and ample opportunities for continued training. If we look at the data work as a community
of practice including, but not limited to, individuals who meet this criteria – such as data scientists
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who work with large scale datasets in high-tech organizations – it becomes clear there are other
groups who could benefit from these contextualization initiatives. They demonstrate new modes of
data contextualization and help us refine the contextualization tools and practices we develop for
data scientists.
Lave & Wenger define a community of practice as the participants in a shared activity, at varying
levels of experience and skill [38]. The community is defined not by the kind of work being
practiced – many kinds of knowledge-building communities can be understood as such, formal or
informal – but by the "structure and character of [the] community [that] emerges" [6]. Critically, a
community of practice has full participants (experienced, highly knowledgeable members of the
community) and peripheral ones (those who are learning the craft). Lave & Wenger give examples
of communities of practice based on physical craft, e.g. tailors and midwives, who have more and
less formal apprenticeship practices respectively. The community of practice construct has been
applied in the computing space previously, for example to understand Wikipedia editors [6] or to
grow the global HCI practice [66].
When we examine data work as a community of practice, we can make sense of data scientists
– and similar data roles that prioritise computational skills over work in the subject domain – as
full practitioners. It is these full practitioners who have been the subject of much of the CSCW
community’s focus, rather than members who may be on the periphery of data science but are
full member of a more inclusive data work community of practice. Data science pulls from several
closely-aligned fields, including information science, statistics, computing, and knowledge domains
[42] and peripheral data workers are likely to reside at the intersection between one of these aligned
fields and data science proper. Peripheral data workers engage in some subset of the full member’s
practice, while constantly becoming closer to full members as they hone the skills prized by the
data work community. Data wranglers are an example of another group of the periphery of data
work, as they focus on the early cleaning and organizational steps of data work [32, 33], while full
practitioners – e.g., data scientists – have experience with the entire data lifecycle. Previous research
has shown how individuals outside the data work community could join it. For example, young
children have become data science apprentices, learning the skills of data production, analysis,
and consumption [11, 27, 28, 72]. We do note that these are not professional practitioners, rather
they are hobbyists or early-stage learners. Content moderators are another such group: while some
do so at a professional level and have little agency over what happens to the data after they pass
it off [61], others are volunteer moderators, such as [34] have more agency over the platforms
they work with, but are usually not receiving compensation or professional evaluation for their
work. Feinberg et al.’s reproducibility workshops for scientists from domains besides computing
demonstrates a more professional apprenticeship experience [22]. Other professionals encounter
data work as part of their profession, though it is not their main role, e.g., health care workers
and the challenges they incur while doing so [59]. The data workers we discuss are unlike these
previous groups in that they are not necessarily trained in data work, but perform it as a part of
their compensated, professional role. Further, they consider data work to be a primary component
of their role, but they rely heavily on their subject area expertise.
Building a broader understanding of data work as a community of practice may also address
issues of collaboration. The work of Feinberg et al. also highlights the division between domain
experts and technically skilled workers; those with extensive domain expertise have spent their
careers learning the ins and outs of their subject, while groups like data scientists have spent theirs
expanding their technical skill. Bringing the two groups together is not easy. For example, data
work produces friction in the roles of health care providers [59]. According to Crisan et al., full
practitioners of data work, who may have a variety of job titles, have varying levels of domain
expertise with which to perform contextualization work [9]. When external domain experts are
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brought in to consult on data work projects, however, the process is challenging and often fraught
with technical and time limitations, as described by Mao et al. [41]. Therefore, the experiences
and needs of those performing data work on the periphery differ from those of full community
practitioners, including data scientists.
Most insights we have from ethnographic or human-centered studies about data workers, which
inform this kind of contextualization work, focus on these full practitioners. For example, Pereira
et al. study data workers in diverse fields and find that they have similar tool needs and challenges
despite different domains, but their participant population all have focused degrees in data work
and all but one have titles that explicitly include the word “data” (e.g., data scientist, data analyst,
or data architect) [57]. Wang et al. provide insight on the way data workers use computational
notebooks, but their survey population is comprised of students in data science or computer
science degree programs, or professionals with an extensive technical data science or computer
science background [69]. Zhang et al. uncovered the depth of collaboration in data science, but
their respondents were a self-selected population of data workers at IBM [73]. Bopp et al. are an
exception to this; they explore the impacts of data work on non-profits [3]. However, they find that
the focus on data disempowers organizations, while our respondents are part of organizations that
have long embraced data and do not struggle with its role in their organization.
This oversized focus on highly skilled technical workers as the targets of data work ethnographies
and tools is not surprising. Data science and its practitioners have demanded attention in recent
years from all corners of society, let alone this research community. However, these highly skilled
technical workers are both a limited portion of a much larger population of data workers, and they
have been only recently subjects of contextualization inquiry. We theorize that this is the result
of data science being used interchangeably with data work in common parlance, as well common
definitions of a data scientist’s required capabilities listing domain expertise as a final add-on or
one skill amongst many others [7, 40]. This deprioritization could be due, in part, to variability
between domain expertise required by different roles and difficult defining it. For example, the
EDISON framework developed to create a common definition of data science skills and competencies
prioritizes technical skills over domain knowledge [12].
We postulate that many of those engaging in data work – perhaps even the majority – would
not be considered full practitioners of data science. Data wranglers, for example, would be seen
as peripheral at most to the data science practice, however they have a much fuller role in the
data work community. All groups that are peripheral to data science are part of the data work
community, in which they may still be peripheral or full participants. Peripheral data workers
are to full data workers as paramedics are to physicians; paramedics perform applied, acute care
for a subset of maladies, where physicians are responsible for a broader array of conditions and
conducting further research into the state of the art. In many cases, these groups of peripheral data
workers are first and foremost domain experts in their area of expertise and secondarily practice
data work as it pertains to their domain. They are more likely to work in low or limited resource
environments and, corresponding to their domain expertise, are often in close conversation with
those involved in the data’s origin, or they are directly involved in that process. This leaves us with
two questions, which our work will begin to answer: 1) how well are other groups of data workers,
such as those on the periphery of data work, engaging in contextualization practices, and 2) do
they have contextualization practices that could be adopted by more full participation in data work
(such as data scientists)? Further, given our focus on this group of peripheral data workers, we
highlight the tool needs of this specific group and those in similar low or limited resource technical
environments through design suggestions. These are pertinent questions especially in the face of
the increasing automation of data work, for example, the AutoDS project, and the likelihood that
they be widely adopted [14, 70, 71].
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METHODS

To understand how those engaging in informal data work approach and understand their role, we
interviewed 19 individuals between October 2018 and July 2019. These participants work in urban
areas in the United States either for local or state government or other civic organizations. The
interview protocol was approved by our Institutional Review Board and all participants consented
to the study. Our process was based on the grounded theory approach [67].
3.0.1 Researcher Positionality. The authors on this paper are academic researchers who have
worked with civic and non-governmental organizational data through assorted research projects
and industry positions. We approached this project as researchers on the DataWorks project, a worktraining program to broaden participation in middle-skill data work; our intention was to understand
how data is collected, organized, and processed in civic and non-governmental organizational
contexts – or, environments outside of data-centric or data-focused technical organizations.
3.0.2 Participant selection. The criteria for participant selection included individuals who described
their job as data work, or who would refer to themselves as “the data person” within their organization but did not work for a for-profit company. Specifically, we sought individuals those working for
local governmental and civically aligned non-for-profit organizations. Potential participants were
identified through the research team’s local connections and network. Additional participants were
identified through snowball sampling [26], with early participants suggesting others. Recruitment
happened through email and word of mouth. Participants were not compensated, as many were
local or state government employees and could not accept compensation for interactions that took
place while they were in their professional capacity.
3.0.3 Interview structure. The second author lead all interviews. During interviews participants
were asked a series of questions following a semi-structured interview style [15] and asked to
describe their desk set up and asked to draw a diagram of example data flow within their organization, with these last two tasks styled as situated observation [65]. Interviews were recorded
and transcribed. Interviews lasted between 28 min and 89 minutes with a total of 14.4 hours of
interview recordings analyzed. Four of the interviews were conducted in pairs with two individuals
who work on the same team; P8 and P9 were interviewed together, as were P10 and P11.
3.0.4 Data analysis. Transcripts were analyzed pursuant to the open coding framework [23] by
the research team through multiple reviews and revisions. First, members of the research team
reviewed different transcripts and discussed themes that emerged to develop the initial code book.
Second, the first author then reviewed all of the transcriptions, began coding them with the initial
code book and returned to discuss with the research team potential modification and nuances to
change the code book based upon findings.
Third, after themes were thus refined, one researcher the first author coded all of the transcripts
into four themes. Fourth, then two researchers the first and last authors reviewed each excerpt that
was identified for each code and discussed how it applied. If there was disagreement as to which
codes were applicable researchers discussed and refined codes to help with clarification. Fifth, the
first author then applied the final version of the code book to the full corpus, with the last author
providing peer review on random excerpts from each code to ensure continuity and reviewed
excerpts that were difficult to code. Sixth, the research team then collaboratively identified themes
within these the set of excerpts for each code, following thematic analysis [5].
Given the open-ended nature of many of the interview questions, responses went in multiple
directions. In recognition of this variance, we generally avoid reporting quantitative metrics about
participant responses and instead highlight reoccurring themes within categories of responses.
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Fig. 1. Participants’ backgrounds, in terms of technical skill – as defined in traditional data science verbiage –
and domain expertise. Points 1 and 2 are red to denote that they are comparisons to our participants, where
all participants points are dark blue.

4

FINDINGS

We separate our analysis into two sections, namely participants’ backgrounds and then observations
of how they go about their work. This division roughly corresponds to the dual purpose of this
paper. First, we identify this group of dataset domain experts and their ability to contextualize
datasets. These contextualization practices can be used to work against bias in automated systems
by documenting limitations of the dataset. Second, we observe their work environments and
experiences with civic data and provide insight about how this community of tool designers
and ecosystem ethnographers might best serve these underserved members of the data science
community.
When discussing participants, we purposely choose to obscure their identities as much as possible,
given both the sensitive nature of their work and to allow them to be critical of the environments in
which they operate. Therefore, individuals’ backgrounds, education, and demographics are reported
in aggregate and we use the gender-neutral “they” pronoun throughout.
4.1

Participants

4.1.1 Participant backgrounds. Our participants vary in gender and race from national averages in
computer and information technology workforce participation [55]. Roughly 30% of our participants
are female-identifying, 70% male-identifying, with the former slightly higher than national averages.
Participants identify as Black or African American (n=7), Asian American (n=1), and White (n=11);
this varies greatly from national averages. They mostly ( 80%) hold graduate degrees in their domain
areas – for example, a Masters in Public Administration for someone who works in government –
and the remainder hold Bachelors degrees in their domain area.
In Figure 1, we plot the relative domain expertise and technical skill of our participants, in comparison to one another. The plotting methodology is not precise; rather we aim to demonstrate the
relative grouping of participants, taking into account their educational background, demonstrated
and self-described technical skill, and any previous work experience or history mentioned. Domain
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expertise relates to formal knowledge of a space gained through explicit educational experience,
or self-described history within a specific organization or overarching body (for example, the
municipal government). Technical experience is comprised of both formal training, such as a BA in
computer science, alongside any skills learned on-the-job, in this specific role or a previous one. In
our ranking of technical skills, we rate the technical complexity of tools used, too – for example,
performing data cleaning and visualization with GIS tools is considered more skilled than collecting
participant responses through Google Forms surveys. While both types of skills are important and
require much practice and experience, we refer to the commonly accepted definitions of technical
skill for traditional data scientists as our measuring stick, which prioritizes a particular suite of
tools. Therefore, our metric measures technical skill and does not necessarily reflect professional
experience and capabilities in a broader sense, so much as they do the metrics by which data
scientists are traditionally judged.
As shown by Figure 1, our participants tend to be domain experts who have secondarily acquired
the technical skills necessary to do data work in their primary domain of expertise. None of the
participants are employed by primarily technical organizations. Their employers range from local
and state government to small nonprofits and public utilities. Notably, seven of the participants
have titles that include “data”, “analyst”, or “analysis”. Only one participant describes their work
even indirectly as "data science"; this participant is also the most technically-skilled member of
the participant pool. Some work on primarily technical teams; for example, P19 manages a small
team (less than 5 other individuals) of GIS practitioners in an organization that conducts regional
policy analysis. Others are the primary data person within their organization; P18, for example,
moved into their role as the organization’s data manager after having gained a reputation within
the organization as an “Excel nerd”.
4.1.2 Participants’ perspectives on data work. We asked participants a series of questions about
their perspective on data work, to capture what similarities and differences they have with the
full participant peers, namely data scientists. As participants focus on different parts of the data
lifecycle, it is not surprising their responses are varied – from the logistics around each activity
(e.g., designing questionnaires and writing guides for focus groups) to analyzing the dataset. The
two most frequently mentioned tasks were data collection and cleaning, which were mentioned
by five and four participants, respectively. Several participants mentioned the challenges of data
collection, as they had to find and integrate data sources from several offices or departments. P13
describes this process when answering what part of their job takes up most of their time:
P13: Collecting. So like pulling data together from different departments. Yeah, I would
say collecting.
Interviewer: Is that mostly what you mean by that? Just figuring out where I get this
data set.
P13: Exactly.
Interviewer: And asking folks for it?
P13: And coordinating with people on to get needs met. So it’s kind of like a project manager
function. Pulling the people together and getting it in that useful format is probably where
the bulk of the time goes.
For P13, collecting the data encompasses not only obtaining the dataset, but coordinating cleaning
that dataset to render it usable. P19 goes into more detail about the all-encompassing nature of
cleaning: “I kind of consider collecting like intrinsic to the job, so I don’t think about it being an action.
It’s just what we do. I don’t count that time really. Cleaning is a pretty big deal.” P8 elaborates on the
hurdle that messy data presents to project progression:
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Interviewer: You said you spend most of your time cleaning. Is there something that you
would rather spend more time on?
P8: I’d like to spend my time more analyzing. But see, ... we don’t have great information
for a lot of things, so I’m always trying to figure out to the extent of how much information
is user providable and how much I may have to ask you go and clean it up... I want to
spend more time analyzing.
Here, cleaning again gets in the way of performing other data tasks the participant would prefer
to engage in. P4 sums up their feeling on the labor to reward ratio of data cleaning: “it’s kind of
like finding a needle in a haystack.” Cleaning comes up, too, as a task participants find particularly
tedious. In the words of P7: “It just takes so long to sort and making sure it’s all formulated right and
it’s all coded properly. And it’s just annoying. It’s very tedious ... And it doesn’t actually provide you
with the information you really need. ... It’s not like the analysis portion where you actually run the
numbers and come to conclusions. It’s like literally just like making sure that everything is like coded
exactly.” Like P8, P7 finds data cleaning a distraction from the kind of labor (here, analysis) that is
more central to their role.
However, participants were more uniform when it came to important qualities in a data worker.
Close to half of participants described the most important feature of a good data worker as attention
to detail and/or interest in the datasets they worked with. P17 identifies the need to be detail oriented
in data work: “it’s real easy to miss things.” P4 has a more elaborate description of the tension
between needing to be detail oriented, but being confronted with the monotony of data work:
I think that anybody can really clean data or learn, you know, about how to analyze,
properly analyze data. But, I think, if you’re not interested in it, you know, you’re probably
going to get tired of cleaning it, tired of analyzing it because a lot of the job is just looking
at the same data sets over and over again and trying to figure out how you can merge
data sets or, you know, what those data sets can actually tell you. So, it’s a lot of repetition.
So, you’ve got to actually have some vested interest in what you’re looking at.
Collection and cleaning can intersect, too, to cause extra frustration when multiple data streams
are involved. P1 describes: “And I think the ability to see themes across the data. Right? Especially
when we’re getting it from all different sources, and to pick kind of how you’re going to format it and
kind of structure the data...”
However, the importance of good data stewardship takes on extra importance in light of the
domain (public service work). P18 responds to a question about the most important quality of
someone doing their job:
Integrity. I want to say something more technological, like you know, attention to detail,
or ... like an ability to plan or something like that, but I think that when it comes down to
the very end of things, when I took my stats class ... I realized that you can make numbers
say pretty much anything you want them to say and I could easily like omit data from a
dataset to make the story that we’re trying to tell look more positive for us. But I think
that in my heart of hearts, it’s important to make sure that you’re not doing anything
unethical with the data, that you’re presenting it as it is, letting people see the good but
also letting them see the bad so that if there’s a problem, they can fix it. If I hide it by you
know, kind of selecting a certain subset that’s only going to make us look good, then I’m
doing disservice to the agency and G[*]d knows to the field at large.
P6 stated similar sentiments: "...From a government standpoint, I think the biggest quality is looking
for accuracy... I think integrity’s the biggest thing where you’re working with, with data. I think the
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numbers are what they are.” Here, the position of P6’s role – as a government employee – adds an
additional weight to the need to both properly prepare and analyze data from a moral standpoint.
Summary: especially when our participants are the primary “data person” in their organization,
they are solely responsible for multiple tasks in the data lifecycle, meaning they spend much more
time on early steps like data collection and cleaning than other data workers (particularly those in
high resources environments) who may either purchase or obtain pre-cleaned datasets or be able
to offload some of the monotonous or tedious steps of data cleaning. This is unique to this group of
data workers, but the gist of their work – their perspective on the trials and tribulations of data
work – demonstrates that they share a domain with their full participant peers.
4.2

How data work gets done in the civic sector

While our participants work in numerous organizations and have different day to day job duties,
there are several themes that appear consistently in our interviews.
4.2.1 Proximity to data. The participants work with data that they are subject experts in, meaning
that they understated the who/what/where of the data stream that results in the datasets they
work with. In some cases, they themselves collect the data and engage in the analysis – e.g.,
P7’s role involves developing policy decisions and they describes deploying a survey to relevant
stakeholders. Similarly, P14 engages with offices and public service providers, such as the city
code enforcement division, police and fire departments, and tax assessor’s office, to negotiate data
reporting procedures to collect the data the participant needs to answer questions of interest to
their office.
For other interviewees, their proximity to the context of the data’s origination is facilitated by
their previous experience either in the organization, or within the specific sub-sector of work,
say, affordable housing organizations. P19 is an example of the first type of proximity. Having
worked in GIS for several branches of the local government, including utilities and transportation,
they know that the local utility companies – all of whom would have reasons to dig up section of
road – lack a shared database. Therefore, a proposed moratorium system to prevent digging up
portions of newly laid roads is not implementable until such a shared database exists between these
governmental and extra-governmental entities. As an example of the second kind of contextual
experience: P12’s job involves tracking use of their city’s recreational facilities and the participant
is in constant contact with facility managers. Together with one of the managers, they found that
annual membership cards were resulting in visits to recreation centers were not being counted
properly; this had direct implications for the amount of funding the center got.
Other interviewees rely on a data liaison for contextualization. The liaison is either directly
involved with the collection process and can provide the data worker with more information, or
their sole role might be to function as a go-between the individuals producing the dataset and the
interviewee who performs analysis on it. An example of the first kind of liaison is the informal
institutional knowledge that P8 and P9, who work at public utility service, source from their
colleagues who work in the field (maintaining utility infrastructure):
P8: We’ve got quite a few gentlemen [field workers] who’ve lived there for two decades.
They know our problem areas, so they’ll say that’s a problem area.
P9: Yeah, they know our problem areas, so they’ll say that’s a problem area, it’s back over
where [old hospital building] used to be. ’Oh, yeah, I know exactly what it is.’
Other participants have liaisons employed by their organization. P14, whose work involves
budget analysis, describes how their liaison helps them track down points of confusion or concern:
“[The oversight office] they actually get the bills. And so I work with a liaison who, if I have a question
on something, [the liaison] would work with me and the vendor, whoever it [of the contracting utility
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companies] may be, annd be able to get an actual bill”. Another participant – P7, who deals with
civic infrastructure performance – describes how their data liaison (a specially hired consultant)
helps the participant make sense of unexpected data points in often-messy infrastructure datasets:
And the street address is that’s associated with the [infrastructure landmark] but sometimes
those are just made up addresses, depending on where the [landmark] is ... it’s an address
where if you look it up on Google Maps, it’s just like a patch of grass or something... we
send it to our consultant ... and then [the consultant] would just essentially go through
and remove anything for which there’s low confidence of accuracy.
Here, P14’s data liaison can make sense proxy data that would otherwise be considered "mislabeled"
or even "incorrect". When P15 embarked on a housing data project and wanted to explore property
tax assessments, they sourced their own liaison by bringing on a collaborator: an academic who
specializes in the housing policy and was familiar with the data from their own work, underscoring
the role of a personal network of collaborators. Another participant, P16, handles data for their
city’s public schools and explains how the school system has designated liaisons (roughly one
per ten schools) to help interface between the tool builders (such as the participant) and the end
users (teachers and administrators with questions). These liaisons, formally “specialists” for the
information system, clarify data questions and manage feature requests that are passed back to the
development team.
Summary: our participants have a unique proximity to the data they work with. Either they are
directly involved in the dataset’s collection, or they find ways manufacture proximity through a
formal data liaison or ad-hoc interpersonal connections. This infrastructure allows them to capture
the context of the data they work with and address anomalies or points of confusion in the data.
Critically, for those removed from collection stage of the data they work, they might recognize
they might misunderstand the data – despite their expertise in the domain – without the lack of
(in)formal data liaisons who can restore that original context. The participants gladly welcome the
data liaisons and consider them an important part of their workflow.
4.2.2

Collaboration.
"Collaboration hot; Separation old; We will give it all we’ve got; Together we have told!"
An idealized description of collaboration in data work, excerpted from "In the Data
Kitchen" [51].

The importance of collaboration comes up repeatedly for participants. First, given the limited
number of data workers within their respective organizations and offices, participants describe
the role that collaboration with others has. P19, for example, describes how talking to other GIS
workers throughout the city helps them and the rest of their team stay up to date on tools: “Which
is good because I need to keep fresh on the tools and the data...And then also be able to speak out to
others with it.” Peer expertise provides support that P19 could not otherwise access. P6 illustrates
how cooperation across organizations and offices both betters data flow and the projects involved:
Yeah. We were, they [offices sharing data] were here in person. Yeah. So, we were actually
sharing that as we were gathering, they were gathering. I was looking at it but we would
also go back to the departments that shared the different data. So, we checked them in
the loop. That even made them a lot more excited about sharing it, even more. So, they
were able to say, hey, what about this? Hey, what if we could layer this on top of that?
... So, what it began to do was it began to have some of the departments think a little bit
more strategically in how they use the data be able to see it. Because I think one of the
challenges is people gather the data and they go away and no one says what was that
data used for? I have no idea. But when you go back to, continue to go back and show
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them the output of it. That’s when you start to see some more creativity for the folks who
are actually using it. So, that was kind of the case with that project.”
For P6, not only does collaboration provide them with access to needed data flows, but it also
engenders projects that integrate the expertise of the two departments.
There is another theme that P6 hits on: given the civic nature of the projects that the participants
work on, they rarely work with a single data stream. Rather, most of the participants pool data
from several sources. Particularly for those working in domain policy positions, they must collate
data collected by different branches of the municipal government or various extra-governmental
organizations. For example, P13 describes how developing housing policy requires the cooperation
of several municipal agencies: “So where we had to get the three agencies together and hash out all
the details of how our programs work, how we measure things, and how it should be reported. And
that has, it takes, it’s kind of like you can’t just have data people there. You have to [have the] domain
person.”
The coalescing of multiple data streams that P13 describes has implications for interoperability
between datasets as well. As P4 states, “... that’s the biggest impediment I think in, you know,
organizational partnerships... all our data’s in different, you know, ... stages. Some of it’s... still in paper
format. I believe, if you start looking at nonprofits, you’re going to see a lot more organizations that
are still very paper heavy.” Not only can the nuance of the subject domain present hurdles, but so
can the format the data is recorded and stored in. P1, too, describes the challenges of first obtaining
data from another department and then attempting to work with it once received:
So, when I put out the call to each of the public agencies for the data, and I basically just
requested what they had, right? However, you’re tracking it or producing a report, send
it. And so, trying to be as flexible as possible... very slowly, we’re seeing responses. And
it all came in – I’d say it all came in, in Excel, but in very different levels of detail...Like
some, like the [housing] stuff is super detailed, but it’s also because of how they’re required
to put it into their system. And then the other stuff was like two columns ... it was like
very different, and then everybody had slightly different fields. And it’s like important
information... I attempted you know, to put it into one Excel document, but I’m sure I
[messed] some things up when I did that... I attempted then to start to merge it so that
we could de-duplicate because a lot of it is the same... A lot of their money is in the same
properties.
P1 is describing multiple public agencies providing funding for government-sponsored housing
around the city; despite the overlap in properties, there exists no centralized system and P1 was
responsible for matching relevant information about a given property from the records of the
various agencies. However, when working with multiple offices or agencies within a municipal
government, data doesn’t necessarily exist in the same format given different standards (both
prescribed by use and unintentional) as P13 describes: “... the biggest problem is the data were in
different formats, so police, if I recall correctly, used addresses and then fire had latitude and longitude.”
Participants frequently highlighted times that a lack of cooperation either halted their projects
or presented major obstacles. Along with issues of data format, some organizations and municipal
and state agencies fail to share data point blank. P13 their project lacked key data due to inter-office
politics: “We tried to get some data from the [relevant municipal office] and they weren’t cooperative ...
We had to leave it out.” P6 describes the problem as being endemic to the city in which they operate
at an existential scale:
Well, in the city we when you say collaboration, first thing comes to mind: silos. Silos. I
think the team that’s here in this office, right here, are probably the most collaborative
in the city... we cut across horizontal... any collaboration that takes place in the city, a
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lot of times, that relates to the data takes place with us. In terms of collaborating from
department one collaborating with department two, there’s not a whole lot of collaboration
that takes place, I think. That’s one of the areas I think city could benefit from.
P14 also describes the challenges of working in a state with an outdated data storage system and
how this is compounded by the challenge of limited technical personnel:
It’s just more time consuming maybe because we, you don’t really have the resources
as of yet to kind of just have the application like some states actually have it to where
it’s [on the] web. So they just go online. [A coworker] do[es] it and then it like sends it
all the way to us. So everything is electronic ... [that coworkers] kind of gets it on one
spreadsheet or you do that now but it’s a little bit more automated?...[the same coworker]
does it so how he has the application coded, he basically has the codes on the back end.
And unfortunately, he likes to keep his stuff together so no one knows the codes and no
one can actually unlock the spreadsheets to do it themselves.
Critical work in the state, as described by P4, is reliant on the personality and process of a single
staff member.
Data work in the civic sector also requires collaboration and support from individuals both
superior and subordinate. P12 describes the limitations of data collection when it requires inputs
from individuals completing field work for their office:
We would love to be able to make it as where we can streamline it to where when they
go out they do everything digitally, but the only thing that would speed that up is being
able to change everybody’s job description where they’d have to be able to work. Because
believe or not, we still have people who don’t want to work with electronics...If it’s not
in their job description, you know, you’ll find out real quick that they don’t want to do
it. And so that’s part of the difficult thing with some of the people in the field...Like, you
might have [an individual]who – and some of these metrics you’ll see – whose job is to
[perform infrastructure maintenance work]. You know, [this individual’s] not going to
want to be inputting [their] data [on electronic devices].
P12’s attempts at datafication are hindered by a lack of corresponding enthusiasm for data by those
in charge of the field workers, who have not incorporated extra allowances for data collection
into their subordinate’s schedules. The field workers are thus discouraged from engaging in data
collection as it falls outside of the duties on which they will be evaluated and compensated.
Summary: collaboration – and the challenges it presents – are of elevated importance to participants. Unlike professional data scientists, they often need to communicate their findings to
both those above and below them in institutional hierarchy. Having buy in from participants at all
steps of the data lifecycle is critical for our participants; they often work on shared datasets that
require extra technical and logistical support to obtain and use. Personal relationships between the
individuals we interviewed and those in their professional networks are critical components of
performing their role.
4.2.3 Communication. Communication is likely an important topic for any data worker, but our
interviewees placed particular emphasis on its role in the civic sector. Many of our interviewees are
responsible for formulating policy that directly impacts residents of the city, or they present their
findings to elected officials who will take that action. Hence, this group of data workers plays an
important role in shaping how the contents of the datasets they work with come to be understood.
P5 describes specifically augment policy with data that will appeal to a board of elected municipal
decision makers: “We usually will do some research specifically on the district and its demographics
and if we have them. I work on a lot of projects that involve construction in one way or another,
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on multiple assets, so I’ll put together a map identifying them city-wide and then concentrations
within districts and all that.” Here, P5 uses data as a way to personalize policy to a given decisionmaker. P15 describes an incident where a higher-up incorrectly described a data dashboard to the
organization’s board of overseers, so the data workers in the organization removed the dashboard
– which made information available to the public – as a result. We cannot share the actual quote
in more detail without compromising the participant’s identity. The accessibility of data here
hinged on the behavior of a single individual higher in the professional hierarchy. Similarly, P17
describes trying to run intra-organization focus groups, which required the buy in of upper-level
management: “...they had trouble recruiting, and so I spent a lot of time trying to get leadership in the
areas we were recruiting – these were operations employees, folks in operations – to really get the word
out and encourage people to come to the focus groups and to work with the research firm. So it was a
lot more hands on than I thought.” The project could not have continued without the support and
cooperation of the participant’s supervisors. P3 also describes how they had to seek buy-in from
high-level officials to begin a project:
so we talked with the [Department of Education]... they actually do a really good job of
providing data at the school level. We wanted it at the neighborhood level. So, we first
discussed the need with the higher ups. So, you have to have some sort of access to even
be able to have these conversations. And so, we’ve built up enough cache that we can go
straight to the [second-in-command], the person in charge of data collection for all [the
state] and say hey, can we come and talk to you about this.
However, unlike many organizations and organizational settings, our participants also require the
work of colleagues in roles lower in the chain of command. P8 and P9 describe how they need
to effectively communicate with the field workers in their organization, as well as city council
members:
P8: We do have conversations with them both directly and through their leadership as
a conduit. Last February we had a series of special meetings on Saturdays to have a
conversation about their frustrations ... So they called us in on a Saturday and we made
our best attempt to show them... When we see 120 [infrastructure problems], this is what it
looks like to us. I know to you it looks like chaos and, you know, you had one [occurrence]
that it took three days to get resolved and another one, well, that was hardly a [big issue],
it took like to an hour to clamp, but this is what it looks like to us. And also to say, hey, if
you do a job and you don’t close it out there, I have no idea that you did that. So when
you’re making the claim that you did this much work over the course of the day and I
come back to you and say maybe, but I don’t see that, and I’ve got hundreds of other work
orders open, why haven’t you done that, this is where we’re missing each other... we had a
slightly different format for trying to show them [the field works vs high level officials in
the organization] that ... But admittedly, that’s difficult ... We’ve got gentlemen and ladies
... who have no statistical background to be able to engage with you in a conversation
about meetings or anything. It’s just trying to communicate on this is what-matters-to-you
information basis ... So that’s a very different conversation.
P9: We focus mostly on the council members because the difficulty is – well, for the mayor’s
office, like for our whole agency monthly reports and we do share information on what’s
going on. They’re actually invited to our [intra-organizational] meetings as well and do
attend, so they can see kind of the nuts and bolts, but as far as local officials, as far as
elected officials, generally we try to shy away from a lot of that kind of stuff, ... overall
larger aspects, information about the system because... you get to a lot of situations where
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people might not understand, well, your area has a lot more development so you might see
a lot more things in your area.
The buy-in necessary to complete their roles was, for P8 and P9, dependent on correctly tailoring
their work to two different audiences. P12, similarly, details delivering safety metrics to field
workers in their organization in order to increase productivity after a workplace accident; we
cannot describe the incident in more detail without compromising the participant’s identity. P12’s
role dependent on the field workers continuing their work and therefore, they were stuck until the
field workers resumed work.
Given that the civic sector often answers to the public living in its jurisdictions, our participants
also describe challenges around making data available to the public. In some cases, the public is
mostly unaware that the data can be accessed, as P14 describes:
I guess for us, I don’t think people realize that our data is essentially available to anybody.
Because we are a state entity, so we really don’t own our data. The people own our data.
So I think people don’t realize that they can actually request a lot of our data from us. I
think the issue sometimes is maybe a cost factor. You know, if it does require me to come
up with new data that we may already have in a different format, they do charge people...
So I think if more people knew that, it will be, we probably have more like databases on
more data kind of circulating around if people knew how easy it was. Or even that a lot of
the data is on our website in spreadsheets.
P4 details the desire to make their office’s data more available to the public, so that city residents
can see what’s actually being done: “We also definitely want it to be more front-facing. So, to actually,
you know, say what [a colleague] has said before, we want to be able to have something that’s a front
end where citizens can actually see what our office is doing in them and, you know, actually engage a
little bit more. Because, we’re really trying to up engage that with the community, for sure, which, you
know, is why we engage in [an affordable housing] study.” Here, data dissemination is not only a
component of P4’s job, but an important part of their self-identified duties as a civic worker.
Summary: communication takes on an added weight for data work in the civic context. Participants describe a need to communicate both to decision makers and the general public who will be
the recipients of the policies and data driven systems our participants design and/or implement.
These goals share some overlap with those of data intermediaries, as we will discuss further in 5.2.
4.2.4 Tools. All of our participants explicitly reference working with Excel, though they do so to
varying degrees; for example, P18 describes their Excel work as one of the more technical parts
of their job and how they use “buttons, macros, and user forms” to augment basic spreadsheets. In
contrast, P16 uses Excel only when they receive datasets in Excel’s custom format. Beyond Excel,
tool use is more varied between participants, owing to the diversity in precise role highlighted in
Figure 1. For example, participants with more emphasis on backend systems referenced setting up
and managing Oracle and CRM datasets, while others more focused on collection described using
tools like Google Forms and Survey Monkey.
However, a unifying theme for participants is that working in low or limited resource technical
environments hinders their work. Specifically, their environments limit the tools they have access
to and makes it difficult to obtain new ones. P6 succinctly explains why they are unable to acquire
new tools when they find faults with (or major limitations to) existing ones: “I mean, far as in the
private sector, there’d probably be a yes to it [getting a better tool]. But in government, it’s not yes.”
Participants expand on the nuances of limited tool maintenance and acquisition in their work,
describing the following:
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• Limited funding. P7 describes how governmental workplaces rely on outdated software due
to limited funding:
I think the way we put our metrics into a manual process is very tedious. It’s time-consuming.
And then, that will go away when we automate it ... Now, I think probably for some of the
departments, a lot of the information from the field is inputted into some of those systems,
manually, as well, too. And I think if we had like more type of that, I mean if it was able to
be sped up electronically, I think that would help out a whole lot... I think it’s just a lot of
different manual processes throughout government, in general. So, I think if I was looking at
ways of improving government in this. Removing a lot of different manual processes that
are, kind of, typical standard automated in a lot of different private sectors.
Here, there is a clear optimal solution that would better facilitate the work of P7 and their
peers, but the solution is inaccessible due to a lack of budget. The same is the case for P16,
who describes a similar experience working with a local system that runs off a 25 year-old
operating system version:
So it’s more so kind of getting up to today’s dates with software... it [the old operating
system] has a lot of glitches... you have to like click stuff in order to go to the next page. So
you would have to like click and then it pops up another one. You need to click that. Pop up
another window. So it’s really, it’s really difficult to use. Most people won’t even bother to
learn how to use it. ... I mean, I had to learn how to use it because a lot of the information
that I need is in there. And so, I learned how to use it but most people, they look at it and
they’re like, "I can’t do it." Because if you, if you don’t really use it all the time, you can
forget and you won’t be able to really get to where you need to get to because it’s not really
like you look at it and you’re like, "Okay, I know how to click here." And like, okay, where do
I put it?
Again, there is a simple fix (updating the software system to a modern one), but there is not
the funding to make that investment.
• High turnover. Another issue that plagues civic organizations is that of turnover. P4 describes
how data initiatives spiral out of control in part due to the high turnover resulting from
administration changes and how those initiatives are quickly abandoned:
Particularly for this department, just the huge amount of reporting we’re now required to
do. I think there’s an interest in really showing what the [the city] and other agencies are
doing... just for this office to accurately report on the information that we’re required to with
the frequency that we have to, we definitely need better formats for storing and recovering
data. We can’t, every time, there’s a report have to scramble around for various spreadsheets
that, you know, we might not even know exists because there has been some turnover in the
office. And, when that happens, that information gets lost. So, it’s important to have these
structures where, you know, if somebody leaves, their information doesn’t go with them.
Information that is collected is both rendered unusable by personnel turnover, as well as
changes in priorities of elected officials. In some cases, after an initiative falls from priority,
the data collection and reporting system is still actively staffed, even though the data is no
longer needed. Sometimes the design of a system itself and the training provided to users,
however, is responsible for a lack of use. P15 describes such a situation:
I think it’s becoming a more like widely valued thing here, but we had sort of the traumatic
experience – we got a new [customer resource management system (CRM)]. No one ever got
trained on it, but it was mandated that everyone had to log in every day. I know we had
some really bad data, like we still don’t know go through [that CRM], like every department
ended up going rogue and just either doing Excel or like we use our own project management
software ... Every department does its own thing now, and we’re, we’re rolling out a new
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Salesforce program that’s going to be pretty cool, but it’s really hard to buy into that because
like our organizational memory is like [non-existent].
Not only was the new system a waste of resources because it was never used, but it caused
institutional fear of new software systems.
Subsequently, participant workflow is obstructed by a lack of reliable, affordable tools. Collaboration is hindered; P7 illustrates the ad-hoc nature of collaboration on a hand-coding effort with
file type requirements:
[One team member] in particular who actually like created the macro that input all the
data from the Google Sheets into the Excel, into much more usable format. ... Basically I
had an Excel file which all the data from the Google spreadsheet – well, the Google Survey
dumped into a Google Sheet, which we then made into an Excel file in order to use the
macros and then like organize all the data. Then we put it back onto a Google Sheet to like
assign everything to everybody once the data was in a more usable format. But because of
the macros that [the team member] had installed didn’t work on Google Sheets a lot of
the people had to redownload Google Sheets and give it to me in Excel format again once
they were done with it. And I plugged it back in to Google Sheets. It was more complicated
than it should’ve been.
In very few workplaces would this be considered an ideal process. However, workflows in civic
organizations are defined by what tools are available, not what is optimal. Reliance on outdated tools
and systems also increases organizational security risks. This is particularly true for governmental
offices and agencies, which are already the subject of cyberattacks and foreign interests [58]. One
participant describes the process of manually updating changes to a large database while their
computer system was held hostage in an organization-wide ransomware attack.
Summary: government offices and agencies, as well as independent non-governmental organizations, often have limited budgets that are reliant on public funding or private grants, rather
than data workers’ needs. Further, governmental entities are subject to high turnover stemming
from frequent administration changes. Participants frequently mentioned the impacts of limited
funding and high turnover on their work, noting that it required them to work with outdated and
frustrating tools. Beyond worker experience, there are large institutional security concerns – not
to mention citizen and customer data privacy – posed by these systems.
5

DISCUSSION

Our analysis is framed by the questions Muller et al. present, as we seek to understand how
peripheral data workers compare and contrast to their full participant peers and the subsequent
implications for the future design of tools and processes. But more so than any specific implications
for design, what emerges from our findings is the need to continually expand and refine our concept
of data workers to include individuals on the periphery of the data work community of practice.
While our participants comprise a particular subgroup of peripheral data workers – those in the
civic sector – we theorize their concerns and practices are applicable to peripheral data workers
in other sectors and professional settings. Namely, the civic sector is not the only one plagued by
funding constraints and high personnel turnover; difficulties related to performing data work in
this setting can thus be extrapolated. The one sector likely not touched by these constraints – the
high tech industry – is already well-studied by members of this community, as discussed earlier in
this work. Part of motivation for this work, in fact, is to identify, describe, and theorize about a
broader range of data work beyond data science as it is commonly construed within and in relation
to the high tech industry. Further, civic data workers, as an example of a peripheral group of data
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workers, may engage in practices that could be beneficially adopted by their full peers, such as
data scientists.
5.1

Understanding data work as a community of practice

In order to address the question of who performs data work, we suggest that our conception of data
work needs to be reformatted – as others have suggested – into a more inclusive community of
practice. When we treat data work as a community of practice with multiple options for participation,
we, as a research community, can begin to identify the breadth of individuals and groups contributing
to and subsequently defining our data ecosystems. Until we do so, any efforts we make to understand
the contextualization practices of data workers writ large will lack key participants in the various
data ecosystems. Further, using the community of practice framework, we can better ensure that
the tools and systems we build are applicable for the full range of users; in other words, that we are
developing tools that meet the needs of specific groups of users. We should, thus, pay attention to
individuals on the periphery of data work who are full participants in their domain of expertise,
and, similarly, understand data scientists as peripheral participants in the domains of the subjects
they analyze.
Re: Who performs data work? We propose careful identification and examination of the
workflows and processes of peripheral members of the data work community, who may be full
members of another domain-specific community of practice. In order to understand who contributes
to our data intensive systems, we suggest studying the needs and challenges of this group along
with data scientists, data analysts, novices to the data work [11, 22], data wranglers [32, 33]. By
arranging these subgroups of data workers in relation to one another, we can begin to understand
common and unique experiences between them. Critically, we position the current conception of
data scientist as full participants, with our interviewees as peripheral members, since, in many cases,
they belong and identify with another community of practice as their primary affiliation. Similarly,
data scientists with some expertise in a given subject area are peripheral members of that subject’s
community of practice. By broadening our understanding of how data work is completed across
different fields, we can begin to make sense of how we, as a community, can both help transfer
beneficial practices between different groups and also understand how data work is practiced
outside of primarily technical organizations, such as large tech companies, and the difficulties
therein.
In acknowledgement of a primary appointment or position in their domain of expertise, we
actively avoid naming or labelling our interviewees as a class of data worker. Instead, we group
them in relation to their peers who practice data work as their main professional practice. We have
two reasons for this: first, our participants have their own professional identities that spans multiple
domains. For this reason, we hesitate to label them as data scientists directly, in acknowledgement
of their expertise in their respective subject domains. Second, given the range of our interviewees
and the variety between their day-to-day work and specific organizations, we risk minimizing
the nuanced experiences of our individual participants. "Peripheral data workers" serves not as
a static classifier, but is meant to demonstrate relative position to a group already known to this
community – full, professional data workers such as data scientists.
There is one immediate caveat to our proposition that data work can be understood as a community of practice that highlights an oversimplified view of the relationship between full and
peripheral participants. In the traditional conception of community of practice [38], members on the
outer rings of the community are often actively seeking to become more integrated into the community; for these participants, their role is much like that of an apprentice. When this apprenticeship
process is well constructed, Lave and Wenger term it "legitimate peripheral participation", such that
members on the periphery are engaging in meaningful sub-units of work in the domain under the
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supervision of a more experienced member, who both guides and legitimizes them. However, we do
not mean to suggest that in all cases peripheral data workers want to become more full members of
the community, nor does there often exist an explicit mentor-mentee relationship between the full
and novice members of the data work community of practice. Besides acquiring more data skill that
would help them with their present role, few indicated interest in becoming full time members of,
say, the data science community, nor are do they describe being in frequent contact with full-time
data work professionals. However, this distinction presents an opportunity for collaboration
between primary subject matter professionals and primary data work professionals, given the
extensive contextualization skills of the former and computing skills of the latter. Such a link would
be more akin to a partnership than mentor-mentee relationship, because each individual would serve
in both roles, as both a teacher (in their domain) and learner (in their partner’s). This bidirectional
relationship represents a caveat to the work of full participants of the data work community of
practice, we note, in that it indicates that groups like data scientists may not have the necessary
domain expertise to complete their tasks and actually rely on adjacent subject matter communities
for assistance and contextual knowledge.
Given that contextualization requires extensive time spent in, or understanding, the ecosystem
that produced that data, it is these domain experts – or peripheral data workers – who may provide
insight about how that contextualization might be done. As they are close to the origins of the data,
they may be best positioned to answer Loukissas’ questions about the originating environment [39].
They can also make sense of factors that impact the data as it travels from collection to a summary
or report handed to a decision maker. Having this knowledge makes them well-equipped to address
contextualization throughout the creation and curation stages, as D’Ignazio and Klein discuss [13]
and bring us closer to Monroe-White’s concept of emancipatory data science, which supports the
conscientious and consent-concerned use of data created by marginalized communities [49].
5.2

Understanding the practices of peripheral data workers

Muller et al. [52] pose the questions of how data workers go about their tasks, how they collaborate,
what the implications of their work is, and what their needs regarding collaborative tools are. We
answer these questions in turn, with our responses focused on the group of peripheral data workers
identified earlier in this work, who belong to an understudied demographic of data workers.
Re: How is data work performed? As discussed earlier in this work, most of our knowledge
about the way data work happens uses data scientists as the study population. While data scientists
are an important and sizeable community of data workers, they receive an oversized amount of
attention in comparison to groups more on the periphery. In particular, many efforts to address
bias and fairness in algorithmic systems involve warning labels – or, said more mundanely, a
kind of nutrition label – about who and what is represented in that dataset, along with clear
statements about the situation and context from which the data arose. The solutions are geared
towards the community of highly technically skilled data scientists, without specifying how data
scientists should source this information, or practice conscientious consumption of it. Meanwhile,
many peripheral data workers work in immediately public-facing setting and have found ways to
meaningfully practice these conscientious consumption and reflection practices. Our interviewees
are a good example of this: the data work they engage in has a direct effect on city residents and
various vulnerable populations (those served by the non-governmental organizations). As shared
in our findings, our interviewees have ample access to the data they work with, either having
collected it themselves or via a data liaison. If we want to implement documentation procedures to
address issues of representation in datasets, these data workers are uniquely positioned to show
us how those practices might be established in other groups within the data work community.
Further, given their public facing role – or implications of their work – our participants share some
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overlap in characterization with "data intermediaries" (DIs), or individuals with data skills who
connect members of the interested public, particularly members of marginalized communities,
with data related to their interests or concerns [44]. However, their are two notable differences
between our participants and DIs: first, the latter do so as avocation while our participants are
salaried employees of public-facing organizations and institutions, and, second, our participants
are more valuable given their level of contextual knowledge, while DIs are sought as partners for
their technical skills.
Re: How does collaboration happen in data work? This group of peripheral data workers
have developed systems, both formal and ad-hoc, to answer their questions about a given dataset.
Consider the aforementioned data liaisons, as well as the institutional knowledge that P8 and
P9 rely on to make sense of errors in their dataset, respectively. This corpus of interviews also
highlights the crucial role of cross-hierarchy communication; ideally all data workers could be able
to communicate the contents of, and concerns about, a dataset they work with to both those in
their technical setting, but also to the laypeople who are affected by those systems. As there are
increasing concerns about the fairness of algorithmic decision making in all facets of life, it is worth
noting that our interviewees, all of whom work in the civic sector, play a part in systems that city
residents usually have no option to disengage with. For example, city residents are limited in their
choice of municipal services and utilities. Those who receive aid from the various non-governmental
organizations represented amongst our participants very rarely enter the partnership in a position
of power, which would enable them to ask how and why decisions were made and what their data
was used for. In the more general case, it is important for citizens to be able to understand the open
data the respective governments and organizations seek to publicize; civic data may be open for
access, but, as Boehner & DiSalvo describe, closed by lack of access to context [2]. As a community,
we should aim to both recreate and further extend these contextualization and cross-hierarchy
communication practices.
Re: How can we design tools for collaboration? Beginning the work we found that discussions of both data science and civic data often suggest that idealized contexts and practices would
be seamless, with a free flow of interoperable data across a common toolchain and coherent process
[8, 17, 35, 60]. Whether or not that is desirable or achievable, it is not the case. We found these
peripheral data contexts and practices are seamful: characterized by misalignments, inoperability,
and the ongoing labor of translation and negotiation [68]. As Inman and Ribes argue, neither
seamlessness nor seamfulness should be considered inherently good or bad [29]. Seams mark
strategies of revealing and concealing how a system or process works. As such, seamlessness and
seamfulness afford different means of access and control. Much of the labor of these peripheral data
workers is tactical, developing work-arounds for the seams in their context and practices. In some
cases these seams are particular to the data, e.g. P8 & P9 utilizing their personal experience (and
that of the field technicians) to correct faulty addresses. In other cases, these seams relate to tools –
consider P7 and their coworkers’ issues with analysis software, requiring switches between Google
Sheets and Excel – and in still other cases these seam are socio-technical, e.g., P12 struggling to
get their field technicians to input data when it seemed like an unnecessary imposition without
payoff. These practices echo the labor of work with seams that Vertesi describes in her ethnography
of space science. As Vertesi describes, even well-funded scientific endeavors—such as sending a
robot to mars—require negotiating, or what she refers to as suturing, seams. It is not surprising,
then, that such seams and tactics of suturing exist in domains with fewer resources, such as local
government and civil society. These seams and the tactics to suture them become opportunities
for joining and expressing data in novel and useful ways. For instance, Dailey and Starbird have
studied and described how residents, government workers, and journalists sutured the seams of
social media platforms to create needed and responsive communication channels in response to a
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natural disaster [10]. We argue that describing and attending to such resourcefulness in seamful
data work can lead to both a better appreciation of this labor and inform the design for data tools
and processes for domain experts.
5.3

Designing data work tools for domain experts

The answer to the question of tools needed for data workers should be the result of analysis of
different constituent groups in the community of practice. Our findings illustrate several challenges
faced by civic data workers, as subject domain experts, but peripheral data workers. Namely, there
is often a lack of funding, or funding is provided by mercurial grants. This results in limitations
on what new tools can be acquired and an overreliance on legacy systems that produce inflexible
data streams. For those of our interviewees who learned their data work skills on the job, they
had less exposure to broader groups of tools and tend to stick to those tools with which they were
already familiar, even in cases where they would like new ones. For those who work for local
and state government, there are also issues with documentation and archival practices, as new
administrations present new data collection priorities and practices and personnel turnover is high.
As local and state governments are also increasingly targeted by ransomware attacks, there are
also specific security concerns both for tools used and data storage methods.
However, these limitations are likely not unique to the civic sector. Other data workers on
the periphery are also embedded in organizations with non-technical foci; many of data workers
potentially experience the same obstructions. Critically, these issues are much less likely to bother
data scientists, who often operate within large technical organizations. In contrast, peripheral
data workers need tools that 1) create flexible, more interoperable, and sustainable data streams
and 2) provide accessible entry points for users with less technical backgrounds. In building these
tools, we should incorporate space for the contextualization these data workers practice, both
concretizing their observations and sensemaking practices, as well as facilitating documentation in
roles with naturally high-turnover (such as those occupied by political appointees). By limiting our
conception of who performs data work, we ignore a specific and documented need for data work
tools that meet these requirements; this is something our community can and should address in
our tool designs and user experience assessments.
Re: Implications for stakeholders and affected population? In designing these tools there
is also the opportunity to bake in some of the contextualization or reflection practices already
suggested by this community. If we understand contextualization as one type of collaboration
(namely, conjoining context and the textual data), some of these guides can also be adapted to the
specific working context of peripheral data workers. For example, what would it look like to build
data analysis tools for peripheral data workers that helped them concretize those contextualization
practices which they already engage in, and also add new ones? We can imagine something
like space for Gebru et al.’s datasheets for datasets [24] made in these tools, that helps convey
context between collaborators. The datasheets could be extended, too, to the civic data work space.
Data workers could be asked to record not only recommended uses, but to explicitly warn what
imagined uses would be inappropriate or reason for concern, given the naturally transient staffing
of governmental organizations and the likelihood that a given dataset may be reused or revisited in
the future when those most familiar with it are not around.
Re: Tool Evaluations. While we do not directly answer how to shape evaluations of tool
learning-curves and usability, our findings suggest some preliminary ideas. First, tool uptake is
significantly shaped by institutional resources, meaning that evaluations must take place in situ and
in a variety of environments and account for the price of access to the tool. Second, tools should be
graded for their usefulness – once learned – for given application areas, to help individual data
workers in low-resource environments decide if they are worth the payoff. Third, tool evaluations
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should be made available and accessible to non-researchers, to provide a centralized place for
peripheral community members to search for new tools.
5.4

Future work

In order to acknowledge and potentially even mitigate issues of bias in data-driven systems, we
propose an extension of Muller et al.’s questions to understand the practices and experiences of data
workers (Figure 1). Specifically, we should take the perspective that data work is a community of
practice, with participants at varying levels of participation; further, in many cases, those peripheral
participants are full professionals in their own primary community of practice. There appears,
too, to be a relationship between position in the community of practice and tools and resources
available. Subsequently, we should augment the existing questions to encourage answers both
specific to one group in the community of practice, as well as the larger community.
Building off Neff et al. who describe how critiques of data science might improve "with an
approach that considers the day-to-day practices of data science" [54], we should add one new
question to the list: what contextualization practices are incorporated in a given data worker’s
workflow? And, who else’s help – direct or indirect – is needed to facilitate these practices?
5.5

Limitations

We note that all of our interviewees within this sample work in the civic sector in the United
States of America. This choice was intentional for two reasons. First, while language around, and
specifics of, municipal services varies by community and national setting, common concepts such
as water treatment (or lack thereof) are more accessible than a specialized discipline, such as a
natural science. This allows us to focus on the way in which data is handled by our participants,
rather than the background of their work. Second, within the United States, civic organizations –
either explicitly governmental or not – are typically sites of limited financial resources. However,
we acknowledge that findings from this sample population describe technical challenges faced
by a one group of individuals working in an applied field of data work and is limited, too, by the
social and cultural aspects related to the singular nation of focus. However, we believe that their
technical challenges, or balancing a need for better tools with a limited budget and high turnover,
is not unique to the civic sector (or the United States) and can be found in many organizations,
particularly those that are not large tech companies, where only a small portion of the population
of all data workers are employed.
Finally, our interviewees’ demographics, as noted in the results section, also vary some from
national averages in computing and information technology. While many of our participants are
not employed in roles that would necessarily be counted in these categories, they are the categories
that many full participants of the data work community would be counted in. We theorize that
while our survey population may not thus be representative of the computing and information
technology workforce, it may be more accurately representative of the demographics of those
on the periphery of data work, who are spread out across multiple fields, and may have slightly
lessened gender and racial disparities compared to tech fields. Given that our participants worked
in various organization types, this is difficult to state with certainty.
6

CONCLUSION

In this work we interrogate data work as a community of practice, using Lave & Wenger’s framework
[38]. We identify the unusual role of data workers on the periphery of the community of practice.
They are often full professionals in a different community of practice but engage in more robust
efforts to contextualize the data they work with, as compared with more full practitioners of data
work (e.g., data scientists). We report the findings of our 19 interviews with civic employees in
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large cities in the United States who engage with data, but who are peripheral members of the
larger data work community. Pulling from these interviews, we suggest how other data work
practitioners could learn from these contextualization methods. Further, we aim to raise the profile
of data workers on the periphery and suggest that as a research community, we consider the
unique challenges of performing data work in low resource technical environments. Our goal is to
contribute to both better contextualization practices and systems for full data workers and promote
the needs and concerns of data workers beyond data scientists. Our findings address open questions
in the burgeoning human-centered data science community [53], including highlighting a wider
range of data workers, along with their particular data work methods and workflows, along with
their role in the greater data work community.
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